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Abstract

Purpose – As researchers need partners to collaborate with, this study
aims to provide author recommendation for academic researchers for
potential collaboration, conference planning, and compilation of
scientific working groups with the help of social information. Hereby
the paper AU :1analyzes and compares different similarity metrics in
information and computer science.

Methodology/approach – The study uses data from the multidiscipline
information services Web of Science and Scopus as well as the social
bookmarking service CiteULike to measure author similarity and
recommend researchers to unique target researchers. The similarity
approach is based on author co-citation, bibliographic coupling of
authors and collaborative filtering methods. The developed clusters
and graphs are then evaluated by these target researchers.

Findings – The analysis shows, for example, that different methods for
social recommendation complement each other and that the research-
ers evaluated user- and tag-based data from a social bookmarking
system positively.

Research limitations/implications – The present study, providing
author recommendation for six target physicists, is supposed to be a
starting point for further approaches on social academic author
recommendation.
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Practical implications – The paper investigates in recommendation
methods and similarity algorithm models as basis for an implementa-
tion of a social recommendation system for researchers in academics
and knowledge-intensive organizations.

Originality/value of paper – The comparison of different similarity
measurements and the user evaluation provide new insights into the
construction of social data mining and the investigation of persona-
lized recommendation.

Keywords: Social bookmarking; social recommendation; social
networking; academic knowledge management

11.1. Scientific Collaboration

Collaborations with scientific colleagues are essential for most researchers,
forming an important aspect of their career. One of the most visible acts of
collaboration is coauthorship, where two or more researchers contribute to
a publication (such as a journal article or book chapter). Other than
coauthorship, there are several other situations that call for collaboration:

� Assembly of a (formal) working group in a large university department or
company;
� Gathering of researchers in order to prepare a project proposal for a
research grant;
� Establishment of a more informal Community of Practice (Wenger, 1998),
in an institution or together with members of diverse institutions and
companies;
� Search for contributors to a conference, a congress or a workshop;
� Search for contributors to a handbook or a specialised journal issue.

Studies show (e.g., Cronin, Shaw, & La Barre, 2003; Heck & Peters, 2010;
Luukkonen, Persson, & Sivertsen, 1992) that there is a need for researchers,
in academic circles as well as other knowledge-intensive organizations, to
find qualified collaborators. In the ever-expanding World Wide Web it
appears an easy task for a scientist to collect useful information about his or
her potential partners. Social web sites in particular offer new (and more
varied) information about scientists, potentially improving the researcher’s
decision-making. Nevertheless, it is still an extremely difficult task to find
serious collaborators – not just any who happen to be available but the
‘‘right’’ ones, proven experts with solid reputations (Cruz, Motta, Santoro, &
Elia, 2009). A researcher’s reputation grows with the number of publications
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he contributes to peer-reviewed journals, and with the frequency at which
those publications are cited by others (Cronin, 1984). If we wish to know
whether two certain authors have a similar reputation and might thus be
good collaborators, we can measure their similarity on the basis of author
co-citation (ACC). This method, used in scientometrics (Leydesdorff, 2005;
White & Griffith, 1981; White & Griffith, 1982), refers to a situation where
two or more authors are co-cited by another researcher in one of his works.
This may mean that authors co-cited in this way share similar interests and
might therefore establish a fruitful partnership. Another scientometric
method, bibliographic coupling (BC) (Kessler, 1963), suggests that two
authors are similar to each other if they cite some of the same references in
their works. Similarity in both cases means that these scientists might be
interested in the same research areas and topics due to the overlap in the
citations of their works or in their usage of the same references. Similarity
measurement is then used as an indicator for high collaboration potential.
Based on the social information available on a researcher – that is, the
publications and authors he cites in his references as well as the authors
who cite him and those who are cited in the same publication as himself –
we can build a network of similar authors with several weak or strong
connections to one another. The general assumption is that researchers
whose interests and approaches are similar would automatically tend to
collaborate with each other – however, many scientists actually look for the
opposite, choosing dissimilar partners who might ideally complement their
own skills. When speaking of the ‘‘right’’ candidates for collaboration, we
must therefore keep in mind that this can mean people who share the
same skills and contribute similar know-how to a research project, or people
with complementary skills covering different approaches to the same goal.

The following approach tries to help researchers in finding the right
people and to recommend scientist for potential collaboration. It is assumed
that combined social information leads to better recommendations: To
prove this assumption different methods and datasets are analyzed and
compared to each other. Hereby social information about a researcher and
his potential partners is collected not only in multidisciplinary information
services such as Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus, based on ACC analysis
and BC of authors (Li, Burnham, Lemley, & Britton, 2010; Meho, &
Rogers, 2008; Meho, & Sugimoto, 2009). But social information is also
collected in a social bookmarking service, using collaborative filtering (CF)
methods to measure researcher similarity. The approach tries to answer two
basic research questions which are at the core of how to further develop an
expert recommendation system:

1. Can a relevant author network be proposed to a target scientist via social
information in a social bookmarking service?
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2. Are the results different from the results based on ACC and BC, and do
they complement each other?

11.2. Social information and Social Networks

A critical aspect for choosing the right collaborator is the researcher’s
reliance on the information they must base their decision on. Using co-
citation and reference data to build author networks takes into account the
researchers’ perspective: Who do they cite, by whom are they cited and who
is co-cited alongside them? Both methods consider the social relations
between researchers, that is, their relations to each other based on their
published works, and are used to show scientific networks and the
distribution of scientific knowledge. In this approach ACC and BC are
not used to show relations in an overall scientific network within a single
scientific discipline. The methods are used to measure similarity between
a single target scientist and other researcher to recommend potential
collaborators to this target scientist. The important question is: Which data
should be collected, and which methods should be used to make good
researcher recommendations? It seems insufficient to only consider common
references or co-citations, since for many scientists there simply is not
enough data available. This is particularly the case for young researchers
who have only just started their academic career and have not built a
scientific reputation for themselves yet. Blazek (2007) calls these ‘‘domain
novice researchers,’’ that is, academics who enter a new domain and wish to
use a collection of academic documents. They face the cold-start problem:
Citation analysis can hardly be applied to novice researchers as long as
they have little or no references and citations to their name. Furthermore,
there is a time lag when measuring citations and ACCs because an author’s
article will not be cited until several months after its publication, with
differences in time span depending on the scientific discipline. This means
that a researcher with a recently published article who might be a good
collaboration partner simply will not be considered in ACC measurement.

To overcome the limitations of data scarcity, one can use further social
information from the web in order to make better decisions about
collaboration partners. On so-called social web sites, the users themselves
contribute to the system’s data, getting involved in the systems’ data
collection and even adding content themselves. On social networking
services like Facebook and LinkedIn, social microblogging services like
Twitter, and social bookmarking services like Del.icio.us, Bibsonomy,
CiteULike, Connotea, and Mendeley, the users add personal information,
short messages, bookmarks for web sites and academic literature, and tags.
In general the amount of overall information grows with the amount of
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users in the system. Using this information has advantages vis-à-vis to that
which is found in multidisciplinary information services like WoS and
Scopus, which are often used for ACC and BC:

1. There is a greater variety of data available;
2. The users’ perspective is taken into consideration.

The first aspect might have some shortages – these will be discussed in the
paragraph about the limitations of data collection – but it is the second aspect
that will turn out to be the more important one. ACC only takes into account
the perspective of a third researcher citing two other authors who might be
similar (and therefore potential collaboration partners). BC only considers the
perspectives of two authors, marked by their choice of references. Social
information from web services also considers the users’ perspective, as it takes
into account the content they themselves have contributed to the services. We
thus have access to the perspectives of a large group of people: if, for instance,
many users have added works by two certain authors to their bookmarking
list in CiteULike, this would be a further hint that these authors share similar
research interests – assuming, of course, that the users are interested in a
specific topic and also bookmark the relevant literature. This social relation
is similar to ACC: You might say the method of ACC analysis is assigned to
a social bookmarking service, with the difference that we don’t necessarily
have scientific authors, but users of the social web. There are ‘‘pure’’ readers,
that is, readers who read, but do not publish and hence do not cite. The
difference lies in the new dataset: Not only do we now have the opinion of
more people, but this new user perspective may also expand a researcher’s
known social network and uncover new relations between researchers. Here
the focus lies mainly on young researchers once more. Senior scientists
have already established their community network in which they connect to
colleagues and collaboration partners. Junior researchers, on the other hand,
first have to build up theirs. Helping them find the right scientific community
is just one benefit of using social information. Seen from another angle, senior
researchers will benefit from new ways of generating social information
networks by finding new ways to identify potential collaborators.

Figure 11.1 shows the various social information-based relations between
two researchers: On the right-hand side, there is data from information
services that deal with scientific publications, references, and citations. On
the left-hand side, we have information from a social bookmarking system
for academic literature. Here users can bookmark an author’s publications
and assign tags – that is, keywords describing the source – to these
bookmarks. Hence, there are direct relations connecting users, bookmarks
and tags to each other. Additionally, since the authors are directly related to
their publications, the works that are bookmarked in an information service
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establish an indirect connection between their respective authors and the
tags assigned to their publications (as well as the users who bookmarked
them). Ben Jabeur, Tamine, and Boughanem (2010) designate coauthorship
and friendship as two other social relations between researchers. All these
direct and indirect relations based on social information are used for social
network analysis (Wasserman, Faust, & Iacobucci, 1994) and are further
employed in the following approach to recommending potential collabora-
tion partners to a target researcher.

11.3. Expert Recommendation

Recommendation (or recommender) systems (RS) AU :2have become an
important tool for overcoming information overload on the web and

user 
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Figure 11.1: Direct and indirect relations for researchers based on social
information in information services and bookmarking Systems.
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advising people in selecting the right documents, products, or even people to
satisfy their information needs. For a researcher in need of collaboration
partners, a recommender system could point out relevant individuals on the
basis of various characteristics. Nowadays, recommender systems use
different methods and algorithms for different items, for example, products,
movies, music, articles, etc., the goal being personalized recommendation
(Berkovsky, Kuflik, & Ricci, 2007) of items unknown, yet relevant, to the
target user. The first question is where to find the best resources for user a
and how to rank them according to their relevance (Desrosiers & Karypis,
2011). Two different approaches are often used (from among other
distinctive recommender methods and hybridizations): The content-based
approach, which tries to identify similarities between items rated positively
by user a on the basis of their content, and the CF approach, which not only
considers the ratings of user a, but also those of other users (a.o. Goldberg,
Nichols, Oki, & Terry, 1992; Herlocker, Konstan, Borchers, & Riedl, 1999;
Parra & Brusilovsky, 2009; Resnick, Iacovou, Suchak, Bergstrom, & Riedl,
1994). One advantage of CF compared to the content-based method is that
recommendations rely not only on the item’s content, which may be
insufficient for quality indication, but also on the evaluation of other users.
When using CF to recommend potential collaborators to a target researcher,
taking into account the users’ perspective should yield new and more
appropriate results.

Recommender systems work by assigning user ratings to the items, a
method called user-item response (Desrosiers & Karypis, 2011): These
ratings can be scalar (e.g., 1–5 stars), binary (like/dislike) or unary. The
latter means that while a user has not rated an item, his purchase of or access
to the item is interpreted as a positive response. This user-item response can
be used for recommendations in social tagging systems, such as social
bookmarking service (Marinho et al., 2011). Social tagging systems have a
folksonomy structure with user-resource-tag relations, which forms the basis
for CF. These systems provide for recommendations of not only items, but
also of tags and users – this is the basis for academic author recommenda-
tion. On the basis of CF, potential collaboration partners are recommended
to target academic researchers (Heck, Hanraths, & Stock, 2011; Heck,
Peters, & Stock, 2011). One question that arises at this point is whether CF
recommends different results in a social tagging system than the more
established scientometric measurements of ACC and BC. In general, these
measurements are not explicitly used for recommendation, but rather for
author and scientific network analysis (Small, 1973).

Recommender systems can be constructed in many different ways, for
example, by choosing the appropriate algorithm for personal recommen-
dation in particular (Shepitsen, Gemmell, Mobasher, & Burke, 2008),
defining user interactions and user models (Ramezani, Bergman, Thompson,
Burke, & Mobasher, 2008), handling criteria like RS accuracy, efficiency,
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and stability (Desrosiers & Karypis, 2011) or focusing on ideal recommen-
der system learning models (Rendle, Marinho, Nanopoulos, & Schmidt-
Thieme, 2009). With the advent of bookmarking and collaboration services
on the web, several algorithms and hybridizations have been developed
(Hotho, Jäschke, Schmitz, & Stumme, 2006). They may differ in their
specific combination of the relations between users, items, and tags as well as
their weighting. Similarity fusion (Wang, de Vries, & Reinders, 2006), for
example, combines user- and item-based filtering (which are subcategories of
CF) and additionally uses ratings of similar items by similar users. Cacheda,
Carneiro, Fernández, and Formoso (2011) provide an overview of the
different algorithms comparing the performances of the methods, and
further propose a new algorithm that takes into account the users’ positive
or negative ratings of the items. Bogers and van den Bosch (2008) compare
three different CF algorithms, two of them item-based and one user-based;
the latter outperformed the others. But the most evident problem seems to
be the cold-start scenario, in which new items cannot be recommended at
first (Ahn, 2008). Said, Wetzker, Umbrath, and Hennig (2009) also deal
with this problem and investigate the performance of different algorithms
within a certain time span. Their result: Adding tag similarity measures
can improve the quality of item recommendation because tags offer more
detailed information about items. Hotho et al. (2006) propose the
FolkRank, a graph-based approach similar to the idea of the PageRank,
which can be applied in a folksonomy structure such as that of a book-
marking service. Here users, tags, and resources are the nodes in the graph
and the relations between them become the weighted edges, taking into
account weight spreading in the manner of the PageRank.

There are several studies that investigate expert recommendation, mainly
for commercial enterprises (Cai et al., 2011; Petry, Tedesco, Vieira, &
Salgado, 2008; Reichling & Wulf, 2009). Petry et al. (2008), for instance,
have developed the expert recommendation system ICARE, meant to
recommend experts within an organization. In this system the primary
spotlight is not directed onto an author’s publications and citations, but
rather on their organizational level, availability, and reputation, among
other aspects. Following a field study and interviews with employees,
Reichling and Wulf (2009) explore the options of a recommender system
to support their knowledge management. In this system experts are defined
via their collection of written documents, which have been analyzed
automatically. The authors also used a post-integrated user profile with
information about each individual’s background and job description. The
use of user profiles in bookmarking services could be helpful in terms of
providing further information about a user’s interests, thus improving
the effectiveness of user recommendation. However, this approach might
raise serious concerns about privacy and data security on the web.
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In addition to user recommendation for commercial enterprises, several
other approaches concentrate on Web 2.0 users and academics. Au Yeung,
Noll, Gibbins, Meinel, and Shadbolt (2009), discussing the nonacademic
bookmarking system Del.icio.us, define an expert user as someone who
has deposited high-quality documents in their bookmark collection (many
users who have high levels of expertise fulfill this criterion), and who
tends to recognize useful documents well in advance of others (as seen
in the timestamps on users’ bookmarks). In contrast to the following
approach, the ‘‘high-quality documents’’ in this experiment are the
publications of the researcher to whom collaboration partners are meant
to be recommended. Hence, it is vital for the purposes of recommendation
that users bookmark at least one of the author’s publications. Heck and
Peters (2010) propose using social bookmarking systems for scientific
literature, such as BibSonomy, CiteULike, and Connotea, to recommend
researchers unknown to the user but who share the same interests and
would thus be suitable partners for building a community of practice
(Wenger, 1998). Users are recommended to each other when they have
either bookmarks or tags in common. One precondition is that the
researcher meant to be provided with relevant expert recommendations be
active in the social bookmarking system, and store his relevant literature in
his Internet library. Cabanac’s (2010) approach is similar to this method
but concentrates only on user similarity networks and relevant articles, not
on the recommendation of unknown researchers. Cabanac (2010) uses
the concepts of Ben Jabeur et al. (2010) to build a social network for
recommending relevant literature. Additionally, social clues such as the
connectivity of researchers and opportunities to meet in person, for
example, at scientific conferences, are taken into account. It is assumed that
these social clues lead to an improved performance of the recommendation
system. Similarly Nocera and Ursino (2011) try to recommend similar
users and resources, and thereby set their focus on ‘‘social folksonomy,’’
that is, using information about user friendships and semantic information
of tags.

Another important aspect for recommender systems is their evaluation.
Recommender systems should not only prove accurate and efficient, but
must also detect the users’ respective needs in order to be of use to them
(Herlocker, Konstan, Terveen, & Riedl, 2004). Several studies incorporate
user evaluation in their investigation of the evaluation of model-based
recommender systems (Krohn-Grimberghe, Nanopoulos, & Schmidt-
Thieme, 2010). McNee, Kapoor, and Konstan (2006) show the pitfalls of
recommender systems in order to foster user acceptance and promote
further usage of recommender systems as knowledge management tools.
The following example of a recommender system is also evaluated by the
recipients of its collaboration recommendations.
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11.4. An Example for Constructing Researcher Networks

The following approach attempts to recommend researchers to each other
(Heck et al., 2011). Here it is assumed that combined social information –
found in multidisciplinary information services such as WoS and Scopus,
and in social bookmarking systems such as CiteULike – creates better
recommendations.

11.4.1. Collaborative Filtering in CiteULike

CiteULike has become very popular (Linde & Stock, 2011, p. 268): Unlike
bookmarking systems such as Del.icio.us, it focuses on the management of
academic literature. The basis for social recommendation is the service’s
folksonomy structure. A folksonomy (Marinho et al., 2011; Peters, 2009) is
defined as a tuple F: ¼ (U, T, R, Y), where U, T and R are finite sets with
the elements of ‘‘user name,’’ ‘‘tag,’’ and ‘‘resource’’ and Y is a ternary
relation between them: Y D U � T � R with the elements being called
‘‘tag actions’’ or ‘‘assignments.’’ To use this information for recommending
authors to each other, we expand the folksonomy to FE: ¼ (U, T, R, A, Y),
where A is added as the finite set with the element ‘‘authors’’ and Y D U �
T � R � A is their relation.

In our experimental comparison, we want to cluster scientific authors
with similar research interests together. Results for author similarity based
on ACC and BC are compared to results based on CF, using data from
CiteULike. We are not interested in the networks and relations of the
CiteULike users themselves but only in their bookmarks, that is, the
bookmarked publications of our target scientist, and the tags assigned to
those bookmarks. We define Ua (respectively Ub) for all users who have
bookmarked at least one article by our target author a (respectively author b),
Ra for all resources – in this case scientific articles – that have at least two
tags in common with one bookmarked article by our target scientist a and
Ta (respectively Tb) for all tags that are assigned to at least one bookmarked
article by our target author a (respectively author b). We have two options
for setting our database to author similarity measurement:

1. Searching for all users u A U who have at least one article by the
target author a in their bookmark list: Ua ¼ {u A U|( r A R, a A A,
(u, r, a) A Y}.

2. Searching for all resources that have at least two tags in common
with one bookmarked article by our target author a: Ra ¼ {r A R|t A Ta,
(r, t) A Y}.
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The disadvantage of the first method, for us, lies in the small number of
users. Relying only on the users may not be enough to identify similarity
(Lee & Brusilovky, 2010a). For this reason, we use the second method:
Resources (here: scientific papers) can be deemed similar if they have been
assigned some shared tags. From here, we assume that the authors of these
documents are also similar. Tags point to topical relations, that is, authors
connected via such relations regarding their research fields can be potential
collaboration partners. Additionally, the more tags are shared by two
documents, the more similar they are. In some cases, our target authors’
articles were labelled with very general tags such as ‘‘nanotube’’ and
‘‘spectroscopy,’’ so we decided to determine a minimum amount of unique
tags that a document must have in common with a target author’s
document:1

Ra :¼ fr 2 Rjt 2 Ta; ðr; tÞ 2 Y with jTaj2g (1)

To measure similarity we use the cosine coefficient, one of the most
common similarity measurements in Information Science besides Dice and
Jaccard-Sneath (Ahlgren, Jarneving, & Rousseau, 2003; Ahn, 2008; Lee &
Brusilovky, 2010b; Leydesdorff, 2008; Van Eck & Waltman, 2008). Our
own experiences (Heck, 2011) as well as results from the literature (Rorvig,
1999) show that the cosine works extremely well.

In our dataset Ra, we measure author similarity in two different ways:
(A) Based on shared tags t A T assigned to the resources of authors a and b;
(B) Based on shared users u A U who have bookmarked the resources. The
similarity between authors a and b is measured:

AÞ simða; bÞ :¼
jTa \ Tbj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

jTaj � jTbj
p BÞ simða; bÞ :¼

jUa \Ubj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

jUaj � jUbj
p (2)

Note that the latter method leads to different results than the proposed first
method for database modelling does. If we were to apply the first method,
we would identify all users who have at least one document by target author
a in their bookmark list. With the second method we would be provided
with a list of all users who have at least one document similar to one of the
target author a’s articles in their bookmark list, that is, it would be possible
for users who have bookmarked an actual document by a might be left out.
Since we want to apply one unique dataset for author similarity
measurement, we do not merge both methods but instead measure tag-
based and user-based similarity in the dataset described above. Nevertheless,
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the first method was chosen where no tags were available (see results
paragraph).

11.4.2. Author Co-Citation and Bibliographic Coupling for Recommendation

There are four relations between two authors with regard to their
publications, references, and citations respectively: coauthorship, direct
citation, BC of authors, and ACC. The first two relationships are not
considered in this example, for here it is certain that one author knows the
other: of course one knows who one’s coauthors are and, we can assume, the
author one has cited. Our goal is to recommend unknown scientists (BC)
(Kessler, 1963) and co-citations (Leydesdorff, 2005; Marshakova, 1973;
Schneider & Borlund, 2007a; Schneider & Borlund 2007b; Small, 1973;
White & Griffith, 1981; White & Griffith, 1982) are undirected weighted
linkages between two scientific papers, calculated via their fraction of shared
references (BC) or co-citations. We then aggregate the data from the
document level to the author level.

BC of authors means that two authors a and b are linked if they cite the
same authors in their papers. We use WoS to mine data about BC, since this
service allows searches for ‘‘related records,’’ where relations are calculated
via the number of references a certain document has in common with the
source article (Cawkell, 2000; Stock, 1999). We now have the finite sets D,
A, and Ref, featuring the elements ‘‘documents,’’ ‘‘authors,’’ and
‘‘references.’’ Consider D and Ref as having similar elements, that is, the
authors’ articles. Our assumption is this: Two authors with one document
each that share a high number of identical references are more similar than
two authors with a large amount of shared references across many
documents – the number of shared references per document being the vital
quantity. For example, Let author a have six references in common with
authors b and c. These six shared references are found in two unique
documents by author a and author b respectively, but for author c they are
distributed across six individual documents. In this scenario authors a and b
are more similar than authors a and c, because the reference lists of a and b’s
documents are more similar.

Our assumption leads to the following dataset model for BC, in which we
take all related documents that share at least n references with any of the
publications by target author a, where n may vary from case to case:

DBC :¼ fd 2 Dj jRefdj \Refdaj � n; n 2 N (3)

where Refdj designates the number of references in one document d A D by
author j A A and Refda the number of references in one document d A D by
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target author a A A. Authors of multiple documents in the dataset are
summarised; this automatically generated list of the authors of the related
documents in DBC is cut off at m 2 N unique authors (mW 30) because their
publications and references for measuring BC must be analyzed manually in
WoS. We measure the similarity of these related authors via the cosine
coefficient and divide the amount of references shared by two authors by the
product of the references of both authors (see Eq. (2)).

In ACC Leydesdorff, 2005; Schneider & Borlund, 2007a; Schneider &
Borlund, 2007b), two authors a and b are linked if they are cited in the same
documents. We cannot use WoS to mine ACC data because only the first
author of any cited document is listed in the reference section of its
bibliographic entries, whereas we require a complete list of all authors
(Zhao & Strotmann, 2011). Therefore we will mine this data from Scopus,
for here we find more than one author of the cited literature. We perform an
inclusive all-ACC, in which two authors are considered co-cited when
another author cites a paper they coauthored (Persson, 2001; Zhao &
Strotmann, 2007). We have the finite sets D, A, and C with the elements
‘‘documents,’’ ‘‘authors,’’ and ‘‘citations,’’ where the sets D and C share
similar elements, that is, the authors’ articles. The dataset contains all
documents that cite at least one of the target author’s articles in Scopus:

DACC :¼ fd 2 Dj9 c 2 Cdag (4)

where Cda is the set of cited documents by target author a. The list of
potential similar authors is cut off at m 2 N unique authors (m W 30), since
their publications for ACC have to be analyzed manually in Scopus. For
similarity measurement using the cosine coefficient we divide the number of
documents co-citing two authors by the product of both authors’ citations
(see Eq. (2)). Regarding the results of research literature, the best
performance in terms of representing research activities is achieved by both
methods (BC and ACC) in combination (Boyack & Klavans, 2010; Gmur,
2003). Applying the proposed four mined datasets and similarity
approaches, we are able to assemble four different sets of potential similar
authors, which we call clusters. One cluster is based on BC in WoS, one is
based on ACC in Scopus, one on CF of shared users in CiteULike, and the
final cluster is based on CF of shared tags in CiteULike. We can now
analyze those authors who, according to the cosine coefficient, are most
similar to our target author, and evaluate the results. Also on the basis of the
mined datasets we can measure the similarity between all authors of a
cluster. These results are shown in visualizations, which we call graphs.
Therefore, a visualized graph exists for each cluster and will likewise be
evaluated.
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11.5. Limitations of Data Collection

Various problems arise while filtering information in the three information
services. We will briefly discuss these problems because recommendation
results highly depend upon the source dataset. In Scopus, we detected
differences in the metadata: One and the same article may appear in several
different ways, that is, title and authors may be listed completely in one
reference list but incompletely in the references of another article. In our
case, several coauthors in the dataset went unmentioned and could not be
considered for co-citation. The completeness of coauthorship varies
considerably: In a random sample, with the co-citation dataset being
adjusted via data from the Scopus web site, 5 of 14 authors have complete
coverage, 3 have coverage between 70% and 90%, 5 between 55% and 70%,
and 1 author is only covered to about 33%. Information services also face
the problem of homonymy regarding author names. In CiteULike users also
sometimes misspell author names, which mistakes were corrected for the
purposes of our dataset. The ID n1 for an author in Scopus is useful for
identification, but it may fail when two or more authors with the same name
are allocated to the same research field and change their workplace several
times. In WoS there is no author ID, making it more difficult to distinguish
individuals. Therefore, we check the filtered author’s document list and (if
necessary) correct it on the basis of the articles’ subject area.

11.6. Experimental Project

Cooperating with six physicists2, we built individual clusters for all of the six
target academic authors (35–50 years old). These list authors supposed to be
similar to the target authors. We limit the source for the dataset modelling
to the authors’ publications between 2006 and 2011 in order to make
recommendations based on the physicists’ actual research interests. To
summarise: each scientist received the following four clusters: (1) based on
ACC in Scopus, (2) based on BC in WoS, (3) based on CF of shared users in
CiteULike (CULU) and (4) based on CF of shared tags in CiteULike
(CULT). Using the cosine coefficient, we are also able to produce graphs for
all clusters to show the similarity values between the authors (Figures 11.2–
11.5). We used the Gephi3 software for cluster visualization. The size of the
nodes (¼ author names) depends on either the number of citations in
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Figure 11.2: ACCGraph. Circle ¼ Target Author 1. Cosine Threshold 0.06.

Figure 11.3: BC graph. Circle ¼ Target Author 1. Cosine Threshold 0.06.
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Scopus, references in WoS, or users or tags in CiteULike, and the edges are
sized according to the cosine weight. Note that the CiteULike graphs are
much larger, since we cut off the list of related authors in WoS and Scopus.
To get a clear graph arrangement for a better evaluation, we set thresholds
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Figure 11.5: Extract of a CULT Graph. Circle ¼ Target Author 1. Cosine
Interval 0.99–0.45.

Figure 11.4: Extract of a CULU Graph. Circle ¼ Target Author 1. Cosine
Interval AU :30.99–0.49.
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based on the cosine coefficient when needed. Additionally, we left out
author pairs with a similarity of 1 if they had only one user or tag (in the
CiteULike dataset) in common, as this would have distorted the results.

While modelling the datasets, we found that one of the six authors
(author 6) didn’t have any users who bookmarked his articles in
CiteULike. Some articles were found but they had been adjusted to the
system by the CiteULike operators themselves, so the CiteULike clusters
couldn’t be modelled for this scientist. One researcher’s articles (author 5)
were bookmarked, but not tagged. In this case we searched for all users
who had bookmarked his articles (instead of all resources that have two
tags in common with his articles). In all four clusters we ranked similar
authors via the cosine coefficient. In general, it can be seen that the cosine
coefficient for BC is very low compared to that for ACC as well as
similarity measurements in CiteULike. This is because some authors have
a lot of references, which minimizes similarity. Additionally, similarity is
comparatively high for measurements in CiteULike because the number of
users and assigned tags related to the target authors’ publications was
relatively low.

11.7. Evaluation

To prove our experimental results we let our target physicists evaluate both
the clusters and the graphs. The evaluation is divided into three parts. Part 1
consists of a semi-structured interview featuring questions about the
scientist’s research behavior and his purchases of relevant literature as well
as his working behavior – that is, does he work in teams, and if so, with
whom does he cooperate? The answers paint a picture of the scientists’ work
and help us to estimate the evaluation results. In the second part the target
author has to rank the proposed similar authors according to their
relevance. The top 10 authors according to all four measurements are then
listed in alphabetical order (coauthors being eliminated), and the interviewee
must answer the following questions:

1. Do you know the recommended author?
2. If so, have you ever collaborated with him/her before?
3. Do you think the author’s research is similar to yours?
4. How important are the known authors for your current research (rating

from not important at all (1) to very important (10))?
5. With whom would you collaborate in a research project?
6. What are your reasons for collaboration or non-collaboration?
7. Are you missing any author who is important for your current research?
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In Part 3 our author has to evaluate the cluster graphs (rating from 1 to
10) according to their distribution of authors and the generated groups.
Here the questions are:

1. In your individual valuation, does the author distribution accurately
reflect the reality of author collaboration in the research community?

2. Are the author communities clustered the right way?
3. Would this graph recommending similar authors help you, for example,

to organize a workshop or to find collaboration partners?
4. Relating to question 3: How relevant are the shown graphs for you

(rating from not relevant (1) to highly relevant (10))?

We will briefly summarize the most interesting answers for Part 1: As
confirmed in our earlier studies (Heck & Peters, 2010), most of the physicists
work in research teams (in groups generally no larger than five people).
Regular meetings are important – although difficult, if international
partners are involved. Novice researchers often meet new potential collabo-
rators at meetings, for example, scientific conferences and workshops, or get
introduced to them via senior colleagues. But it is more difficult for a novice
researcher to find new relevant collaborators as they haven’t established
their social scientific network yet. The researchers’ choice of possible
collaborators highly depends on their research interests: There must be a
high thematic overlap. On the other hand, an overlap that is too high could
also be disadvantageous. Some authors who designated another author in a
cluster as important stated (Part 2, question 6) that they wouldn’t cooperate
with him because he does exactly the same research, that is, they regard him
as a competitor rather than a collaborator. The other reason given against
collaboration was insufficient thematic overlap. Our interviewees regard
collaborations with international institutes as desirable, and they tend to
meet new colleagues at conferences and scientific workshops.

Part 2 of the evaluation is concerned with the similar author ranking.
We analyzed all authors with at least a rating of 5 who were deemed
important by an interviewee, as well as all important authors added by the
interviewee which were not on any cluster’s Top 10 list. In general, our
target authors name up to 30 people they regard as important for their
recent scientific work. Figure 11.6 shows the coverage of these important
authors across the first 20 ranks, based on the cosine coefficient (consider
that author 6 didn’t have any publication bookmarked in CiteULike). For
example, Target author 1 deems 25% of the 20 most similar ACC cluster
to be important. In the BC cluster this number is 15%, in the user-based
CiteULike (CULU) cluster it is 30% and in the tag-based CiteULike
(CULT) cluster it is 25%. Compared to the other target authors there are
great differences. The BC and ACC clusters can be said to provide the best
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results except for authors 1 and 5. The CiteULike clusters fare slightly
worse, but not in all cases: For author 1 the CULU provides the best
coverage, and both CULU and CULT are better than BC. For author 5
the CULU shows full coverage, which means that all 20 authors top
ranked by the cosine are deemed important by the target author. Here we
must take into account that the bookmarked articles of author 5 had no
tags assigned to them, and therefore had no CULT cluster. The great
differences between some of the authors may also be a result of the
interviewees’ recent research activities: Some of the physicists said that
their research interests had slightly changed. For this reason some similar
authors who used to be important are no longer relevant. One dis-
advantage of our applied similarity measurement may be that it is based
on past data, that is, on publications from the past five years. The authors
deemed important by our interviewees are relevant for completed research
projects. If our scope had been wide enough to include all important
authors, past and present, the results for the clusters could have been
improved.

Among the coverage data shown in Figure 11.6, it is interesting to take a
look at the important authors who were only found in the CiteULike
clusters: For example, 6 of the 29 important authors for target author 1 are
only found in the CiteULike cluster, just like 5 of 19 important authors for
target author 2. Table 11.1 shows the important authors for all target
scientists. It is interesting to note that in all three services where different
similarity measurements were applied – Scopus, WoS and CiteULike – the
number of important authors identified is almost the same, but with little
overlap. That means that in all of the datasets there are important authors
missing that were present in at least one of the other datasets. Only 12
authors were found in all three datasets. This result indicates that the best
way of finding important researchers for a target scientist is a combined
approach.
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Figure 11.6: Coverage of important authors in the recommendation of
the top 20 authors.
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In the third part of the evaluation, the interviewee had to evaluate the
graphs. The average cluster relevance was:

� ACC: 5.08
� BC: 8.70
� CF in CiteULike based on users (CULU): 2.13
� CF in CiteULike based on tags (CULT): 5.25.

Note that only four authors had publications and tags in CiteULike that
could be analyzed (authors 5 and 6 just rated the ACC and BC clusters).
Two authors claimed that BC and CULT were very relevant and suggested
combining these two in order to be yielded all important authors and
relevant research communities. In BC and ACC, some interviewees missed
important authors. Two of the interviewees stated that the authors in BC
and ACC were too obvious to be similar and said they were interested in
bigger graphs featuring more potential collaborators. A combined cluster
could help them find research groups and cooperation partners and might
help intensify working relationships among colleagues. Looking at the
graphs, almost all target authors remembered important colleagues that they
hadn’t thought of at first but whom they found very helpful. They stated
that bigger graphs like CULT showed more scientists who were unknown to
them – to give a clear statement about these potentially similar researchers,
the interviewees would have had to look at their publications. It may be
assumed that if an unknown person is shown to be clearly connected to a
known relevant research group, he or she probably does similar (and
relevant) work. As the interviewees stated that the distribution of the
researchers is shown correctly, it is likely, albeit not explicitly proven,
that any unknown scientists would also be allocated correctly within the
graph.

An important factor for all interviewees was a clear cluster arrangement.
A possible problem with CiteULike clusters is their sparse dataset, that is, if
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Table 11.1: Distribution of important authors (for all target scientists)
found in the three services, using author co-citation, bibliographic coupling
and collaborative filtering respectively.

ACC in Scopus BC in WoS CF in CiteULike

ACC in Scopus 64 27 24
BC in WoS 27 67 16
CF in CiteULike 24 16 70
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only a small number of tags are assigned to one author’s publications, or if
only one user bookmarks them, the cluster cannot show clearly distinguish-
able communities. This was the case with authors 2 and 5. Author 2 gave less
favorable ratings to the CiteULike graphs because they didn’t show clear
distributions and author groups. On the other hand, for author 1 the
distribution (Figures 11.2–11.5) was very clear and the researcher regarded it
as helpful. As a junior researcher she found the CULT and CULU graphs
helpful for finding new researchers and getting an overview of her network
community. Further categorizations of authors, for example, via tags or
author keywords, might help to better classify scientists’ work and avoid
unclear distributions in a graph.

11.8. Conclusions

The amount of social information on the web has grown and continues to do
so, constantly offering new possibilities for usage. Regarding the need of a
researcher to collaborate with his or her colleagues, social information can
be used to build networks of researchers and to recommend similar people
to each other. Several approaches suggest methods and solutions for person-
to-person recommendation for researchers, web users or employees. It is
important for a service to recommend the right people in order to satisfy its
users and be of advantage to them. For recommendations, the reputation of
the potential partner is very important, hence citations and references must
be considered. However, user-generated social information in a book-
marking service might also complement co-citation and BC measurements.
In the model approach described above we analyzed academic author
recommendation based on different author relations across three informa-
tion services. The researchers confirmed that there is a need for author
recommendation: Many physicists don’t work by themselves, but in project
teams. Cooperation with colleagues from the same research field is essential.
This is where a recommender system could be of great help. The results and
evaluations show that the best results are achieved by a combination of
social information from different services. Similarity based on users and tags
in an online bookmarking system may complement the methods of ACC
and BC. Some target authors found more relevant similar authors in
CiteULike than they did in Scopus or WoS, an assumption confirmed by the
interviewees in the graph relevance ranking.

The challenge will be to combine the different similarity approaches.
One method to do so is the simple summation of the cosine values. The
cumulated cosine values provide better ranking results for some relevant
researchers, but they are not satisfactory. Further investigations testing the
best algorithm for similarity measurement are required. The relations
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between user-based and tag-based similarity in a bookmarking system
should also be considered, for example, via a graph-based approach such as
FolkRank (Hotho et al., 2006) or user expertise analysis (Au Yeung et al.,
2009). Aspects such as accuracy and efficiency should be tested in an
operating recommendation system. Apart from technical aspects, the target
users – for example, researchers – should be involved in the system’s
evaluation. If they don’t see its benefits and don’t trust its recommendations,
the service won’t be of any use.
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